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Abstract 
A Steiner triple system of order u is said to be k-transrotational if it admits an automorphism 
consisting of a fixed point, a transposition, and k cycles of length (u-3)/k. Necessary and 
sufficient conditions are given for the existence of l- and 2-transrotational Steiner triple 
systems. 
1. Introduction 
A Steiner triple system or order v, denoted STS(u), is a u-element set X of points, 
together with a set p, of unordered triples of elements of X, called blocks, such that any 
two points of X are together in exactly one block of p. It is well known that a STS(u) 
exists if and only if u = 1 or 3 (mod 6). An automorphism of a STS(u) is a permutation 
7~ of X which fixes /I. A permutation 7~ of a u-element set is said to be of type 
c~l=cP1,Pz~...> p”] if the disjoint cyclic decomposition of z contains pi cycles of 
length i. So we have 1 ipi = G’. The orbit of a block under an automorphism 7~ is the 
image of the block under the powers of 7~ A set of blocks B is said to be a set ofbase 
blocks for a STS(u) under the permutation 7~ if the orbits of the blocks of B produce the 
STS(u) and exactly one block of B occurs in each orbit. 
A question of interest is the following: Given a permutation of type [z], for what 
orders u does there exist a STS(u) with 7~ as an automorphism? This question has been 
addressed for several particular types of automorphisms: 
(i) If [z] = [O,O, . . . , l] then an admissible STS(u) is said to be cyclic. A cyclic 
STS(u) exists if and only if u = 1 or 3 (mod 6) and u f9 (see [3, 7-9, 11, 131). 
(ii) If [7c]=[l,+(u--1X0, . . . ,O] then an admissible STS(u) is called reverse. A re- 
verse STS(u) exists if and only if uz 1,3,9, or 19 (mod 24) (see [4,5,12,14,1.5]). 
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(iii) If [rr]=[l,O ,..., O,k,O ,..., 0] then an admissible STS(v) is said to be k-rota- 
tional. Phelps and Rosa [lo] dealt with the cases of k= 1,2, and 6. A l-rotational 
STS(v) exists if and only if v E 3 or 9 (mod 24). A 2-rotational SKS(v) exists if and only 
if v = 1,3,7,9,15, or 19 (mod 24). A 6-rotational STS(v) exists if and only if v = 1,7, or 
19 (mod 24). Cho [2] addressed the cases of k = 3 and k = 4. A 3-rotational STS(v) 
exists if and only if v E 1 or 19 (mod 24). A 4-rotational SXS(v) exists if and only if v E 1 
or 9 (mod 12). 
(iv) If [InI = C.L f(u -f), 0 , . . . ,O] where S> 1, then there exists a S7S(o) admitting 
rc as an automorphism if and only if VE 1 or 3 (mod 6) f= 1 or 3 (mod 6) and 
(v-f= 0 (mod 4) and v B 2f+ 1) or (v-f= 2 (mod 4) and v > 3f) [6]. 
(v) If [n,]=[l,O,O,t,O )...) O,l,O )... ,O] then there exists a STS(v) admitting rc, as 
an automorphism if and only if v = 9 (mod 24), t z 2 (mod 3) and t <r (3e - 4)/4 1 with 
strict inequality if e = 6,12,14,18, or 20 (mod 24) where e = (v - (4t + 1))/4. This result is 
due to Callahan [l]. 
We are concerned with automorphisms of the type [Q] = [l, l,O, . . . ,O, k, 0, . . . ,O]. 
A STS(v) admitting Q as an automorphism will be called k-transrotationul. In this 
paper we address the problem of necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence 
of k-transrotational STS(v) for k= 1 and 2. 
2. The existence of 1-transrotational Steiner triple systems 
A 1-transrotational S7S(v) admits an automorphism of the type 
Cl, 130, ... 2 0, l,O,O,O]. We will construct these on the set { oo,a, b}uZ, where the 
automorphism is rrr=(co)(u,b)(O,l,...,N-1). 
Lemma 2.1. A necessary conditionfor the existence of a 1-transrotutionul STS(v) is that 
v=l,7,9, or lS(mod24). 
Proof. Since v E 1 or 3 (mod 6), we have NE 0 or 4 (mod 6) and N E 0,4,6,10,12,16,18, 
or 22(mod24). One of the blocks of the desired STS(v) will be (co,O,*N). Another 
will be (a, 0, x) where x E 1 (mod 2). So now, the set (0, 1, . . . , jN) -{x,&N) must be 
partitioned into diflerence triples (i.e. triples of distinct positive integers where either 
two of the numbers sum to the third, or the sum of all three is N). So in this set, there 
must be an even number of odd numbers since each difference triple includes either 
0 or 2 odd numbers. From this condition, it follows that v- 1,7,9, or 15 (mod 24). 0 
Theorem 2.2. A 1-trunsrotutional STS(v) exists ifund only ifv = 1,7,9, or 15 (mod 24). 
Proof. Lemma 2.1 gives the necessary conditions. If u E 1,7,9 or 15 (mod 24) then 
NE 4,6,12, or 22 (mod 24). We show sufficiency in four cases. In each case, add the 
blocks (cc,O,iN), (u,O, x), and (co,u, b). 
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Case 1: If N=4 then let x=1. If N=4(mod24), N>4 say N=24s+4, sal then 
take the blocks 
(0,4s+l+r,8s-r) for r=O,l,..., 2s-1, 
(0,8s+l+r,12s+l-r) for r=O,l,..., 2s-1, 
and let x= lOs+ 1. 
Case 2: If N = 6 then let x = 1 and take the block (0,2,4). If N = 6 (mod 24), N > 6, 
say N = 24s + 6, s 2 1 then take the blocks 
(0,4s+l+r,8s+l-r) forr=O,l,..., 2s-1, 
(0,4s-l-2r,12s+2-r) for r=O,l,..., 2s-1, 
(0,8s+2,16s+4), and let x=6s+l. 
Case 3: If N = 12 then let x= 5 and take the blocks (0, 1,3) and (0,4,8). If 
N-12(mod24), N>12 say N=24s+12, ~31, then take the blocks 
(0,4s+2+r,8s+3-r) for r=O, l,..., 2s, 
(0,4s-2r,12s+5-r) for r=O,l,..., 2s-1, 
(0,8s+4,16s+8), and let x=lOs+5. 
Case 4: If N = 22 then let x =9 and take the blocks (0,5,6) (0,8, lo), and (0,4,7). If 
N -22(mod24), N >22, say N=24s+22, s3 1, then take the blocks 
(0,4s+4+r,8s+7-r) for r=O, 1, . . . ,2s+ 1, 
(0,4s+2-2r, 12s+ 10-r) for r=O, 1, . . ..2s. and let x=lOs+9. 
In each case, the blocks are the base blocks for a SKS(v) under the automorphism 
x1. 0 
3. The existence of 2-transrotational Steiner triple systems 
A 2-transrotational SKS(v) admits an automorphism of the type [l, l,O, . . . , 
0,2,0, . . . ) 01. We will construct these on the set (co, a, b}uZN x {1,2} where the 
automorphismis~,=(co)(a,b)(0~,1,,...,(N-1),)(0,,1,,...,(N-1),). Wewilldeal 
with three types of differences. A type 1 diference is associated with a pair from 
Z, x { 1) and a type 2 difirence is associated with a pair from Z, x {2>. These 
differences will be elements of (1,2, . . . , L fN A}. A mixed difference, (j, - i,)(mod N), is 
associated with the pair ilEZN x (1) and jZEZN x {2} and is an element of Z,. 
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Base blocks for a 2-transrotational system can be constructed according to the 
following rules: 
(1) Base blocks may consist of elements of Z, x {l} only or of Z, x { 2) only. A pure 
difference triple is associated with each of these except in the case of the blocks in the 
orbit of (Oi, (3N)i, (5N)i) under rc2, which have the pure type i difference $N associated 
with them. 
(2) Base blocks may consist of two elements of Z, x {l} and one element of 
Z, x (2) or of one element of Z, x (1) and two elements of Z, x (2). A mixed 
difference triple is associated with each of these type blocks consisting of two mixed 
differences, dy and dy, and either a type 1 or a type 2 difference, d12, satisfying 
dy + d12 E dy (mod N). 
(3) If N is even, then the base blocks (co, 01, (4N),) and (co, 02, (*N),) can be used. 
The type 1 and type 2 differences of size +N are associated with these blocks. 
(4) The base block (co, il ,j,) with associated mixed difference (j, - il) (mod N) can 
be used. 
(5) If N is even, then a may be put in a base block with two elements of Z, x {l} if 
the associated type 1 difference is odd. Similarly for a base block containing a and an 
element of Z, x (2). 
(6) If N is even, then a can be in two base blocks each with an element of Z, x {l} 
and an element of Z, x (2) where either both mixed differences are even or both are 
odd. 
(7) If N EO(mod4) then base blocks of the forms (a,~~,(x+fN)~), (a,yz,(y+iN),), 
and (a, ul, v2) where u + x (mod 2) and v $ y (mod 2) can be used. 
Each of the cases $6, and 7 give the base blocks whose orbits contain all blocks 
with a or b as elements except the block (co,u, b). From these rules, we derive the 
necessary conditions. 
Lemma 3.1. A necessary conditionfor the existence of a 2-trunsrotutionul STS(u) is that 
v=3 or 19(mod24). 
Proof. First, suppose that N is odd. Without loss of generality, there must be a base 
block of the form (a, x, y) where x, y~z, x { 1,2}. However, by applying rc; to this 
block, we see that the block (b,x, y) must also be in the STS(v), a contradiction. So 
N must be even. Since o = 2N + 3 = 1 or 3 (mod 6), it follows that N = 0 or 2 (mod 6). 
Case 1: Suppose that N = 2 (mod 12), say N = 12k + 2. Then we have 
Type Difference set Number of odd differences 
1 {1,2,...,6k+l} 3k+l 
2 {1,2,...,6k+l} 3k+l 
Mixed {O,l, . . . ,12k+ l} 6k+l 
So there is a total of 12k + 3 odd differences. Base blocks containing CO must have 
associated type 1 or type 2 differences of size fN (rule 3), which is odd. If not, then rule 4 
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must be the case and one mixed difference is associated with the co containing base 
block; but then there are N - 1 (which is odd) mixed differences which must be used in 
pairs by rules 2 and 6. Blocks containing a or b will have either two mixed differences 
of the same parity (rule 6) or an odd type 1 and an odd type 2 difference (rule 5). In 
either case, the odd differences are used in pairs. A difference triple consists of either 
three even numbers or of one even and two odds (from rules 1 and 2), again using odd 
differences in pairs. So there cannot be 12k + 3 odd differences and N = 2 (mod 12) is 
not possible. 
Case 2: Suppose N = 6 (mod 12). Then we have 
Type Difference set Number of odd differences 
1 {1,2,...,6k+3} 3k+2 
2 {1,2,...,6k+3} 3k+2 
Mixed {0,1,...,12k+5) 6k+3 
There is a total of 12k + 7 odd differences and the argument of case 1 holds to give 
a contradiction here as well. 
Therefore, it follows that if a 2-transrotational STS(u), where v = 2N + 3, exists then 
NE0 or 8(mod 12) and 0~3 or 19(mod24). 0 
Theorem 3.2. A 2-transrotational STS(v) exists if and only if u = 3 or 19 (mod 24). 
Proof. Lemma 3.1 gives the necessary condition. 
Case 1: If v = 3 (mod 24) say v = 24s + 3, then consider the following blocks: 
(~a,@> (~01>(6s),), (~,02,(6s)z), 
(a,01,(4s-l),),(a,02,(2s-l)Z)r 
(01,(3s--r),,(3s-l+r),) for r=1,2 ,..., s-l, 
(0,,(5s-r),,(%+r),) for r=1,2 ,..., s-l, 
(0,,(4~),,(8~),),(0,,(4~)~,(8~),), 
(01,(3s+1-r),,(3s+r),) for r=1,2 ,..., s-l,s+l,s+2 ,..., 3s, 
(0,,(9s-r),,(9s+r),) for r=1,2 ,..., 2s-1,2s+1,2s+2 ,..., 3s-1, 
(O~,@s)1,(lOs-l)~), (Oz,s1,(3s)r), and (01,0z,(5s)i). 
These are the base blocks for a 2-transrotational SKY(u) where vr3 (mod 24) 
under rc2. 
Case 2: If v=19 then {(cO,a,b), (a,Oi,31), (a,O~,32), (~,01,4,), (~0,0~,4~), 
(O,, 11, 12), (01,21,42), (11,02,72)r (31,02,62)) 1s a set of base blocks under rc2 with 
N = 8. If v= 19(mod 24) and v> 19, say 0=24s+ 19 with s>O, then consider the 
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following blocks: 
(~,a,@, (~01,(6s+4)1), (a,O2,(6s+4)2), 
(a,O1,@+3),), (a,Oz,@s+ 3),), 
(01,(1+2r)1,(3s+3+r),) for r=1,2 ,..., s, 
(OI,(2r),,(5s+3+r),) for r=l,2,...,s-1 (omit ifs=l), 
(01,(3s+3)1,(5s+3)1), 
(01,(3s+1-r)z,(3s+1+r)2) for r=1,2,...,3s+l, 
(0,,(9s+7-r),,(9s+6+r),) for r=1,2,...,3s+l, 
(02,(6s+4)r,(6s+3)r), and (02,(9s+%,(6s+5)1). 
These are the base blocks for a 2-transrotational STS(u) where v = 19 (mod 24) 
under xz. 
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